By KEN METVINER

Duvik Bernheim and Renee Roth are seeking the office of Student Government President, which was questioned last night, and subsequently upheld by the Elections Agency.

The eligibility of Dave Bernheim to run for the office of Student Government President was questioned last night, and subsequently upheld by the Elections Agency.

Bernheim's Eligibility Probed: Agency Approves Candidacy

The eligibility of Dave Bernheim to run for the office of Student Government President was questioned last night, and subsequently upheld by the Elections Agency.
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We don't care how attractive you are, you still have to submit clubnotes in Room 336 Finley on Monday of the week you wish it to appear.

PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meet in Room 301 Finley tomorrow at 12:30 PM. All officers must attend.

NEON CLUB
Will present its monthly Question Box program at 12:30 PM in the Catholic Center. All students are invited to attend.

BANKEVERIL CHEMICAL SOCIETY
Student Affiliate Societies will hold a combined meeting tomorrow at 12:30 PM in the Physical Laboratory. All freshman and junior members will attend.

CAMERA CLUB
Conducts a meeting in Visual Arts Hall at 12:30 PM this noon. Participation is stressed to members, and the club would like to add a few more officers.

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
Hold an important business meeting in Room 204 Finley tomorrow at 12:30 PM. All officers must attend.

NEWMAN CLUB "M"--6
Will present a talk tomorrow in Room 331 Finley to elect members. Present the work performed by the students. All matriculated students are invited.

MEETING TOMORROW AT 12 PM
Room 418 Finley tomorrow at 12 PM. AIME

Lucky Strike presents
THINKLISH
—the funniest, easiest way yet to make money!

PUT IN A GOOD WORD AND MAKE $25!

Speak English all your life and what does it get you? Nothing! But start speaking Thinklish and you may make $25! Just put two words together to form a new (and much funnier) one. Example: precision flight of bumblebees: Swarmentation. (Note: the two original words form the new one: swarm + formation.) We'll pay $25 each for the hundreds and hundreds of new Thinklish words judged best—and we'll feature many of them in our college ads. Send your Thinklish words (with English translations) to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose name, address, college or university, and class. And while you're at it, light up a Lucky. Get the full, rich taste of fine tobacco, the honest taste of a Lucky Strike.

Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste of LUCKY STRIKE
Product of The American Tobacco Company --"Pleasure is our middle name"
Debaters Enter DC Tourney

The College's Debating Society will take part in an inter-school debate in Washington DC during inter-session.

Participating in the debate along with the College will be the debating teams of Annapolis and the University of Maryland. This is the first time that the College's novice debaters will go head to head with students from other eastern colleges.

The national topic under debate was: Resolved—That the further development of nuclear weapons should be prohibited by international agreement.

Ed Belzer and Ed Cohen argued affirmatively on the resolution. The negative team was composed of Franklin King and Al Hirsch. Belzer was awarded a certificate for having placed third best affirmative speaker in the tournament.

Among the teams beaten were NYU, Yeshiva, Parkville University, Brooklyn College and the Merchant Marine Academy.

The debate between Kings Point and the College's Debating Society at this event will be exhibited in the Trophy Lounge.

Music Concert in Aronow Friday

The Music Department will present a concert of selected musical compositions in the Aronow Concert Hall Friday evening at 8:00 PM.

Included on the program is a variety of selections prepared for the pianist, violinist, baritone, and vocalist. Many styles and current forms of music are represented on the program.

Among the compositions to be performed is one conceived by Philip Morris, a fellow in the Music Department. The piece is entitled "Aria from Form No. 2." This composition was composed this year and will be played by pianist Victor Schaefer.

An original composition by Miriam Gidus, an ex-faculty member, is also on the program. This will be performed by the College's Vocal Ensemble, with Jack Shapiro conducting.

FEMALE & MALE—no experience necessary, for Public Relations Work for College. May work for Red, Inc. Full Time work, also available on Sunday. $2.00 per hour or high commis.

(Office of the Vice-President, Room 503)

FLY! Douglas 4-Engine SkyMaster

VACATION AT THE FABULOUS

CADDICAR HOTEL ON OCEAN
at 39th STREET in the heart of Miami

10 BIG DAYS - PRICE $157.60

"SHOW TIME" and Continuous Dancing Nightly

- Water Sking
- Beach Parties
- New Years Ball
- Air conditioned Rooms
- Cocktail Parties
- Sunset Shows
- Charmaine Night
- Radios in Room

JOIN THE CO-ED COLLEGE CROWD

From the 4 City Colleges, Columbia, NYU, Barnard, Fordham

ALL CAMPUS EXCURSIONS

Info-res DAVE EISGRAW—Kl 3-2621

Call LARRY SADLINGER—DA 9-8879
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Statements of Candidates for Major Offices

David Bernheim
Candidate for SG President

The prestige of Student Government is at all time low. Even my opponent admits that. But the question is: why is the prestige of Student Government so low? I believe that the answers lie in the failure of the Student Government to provide tangible benefits to the student body. The Student Government will be respected only after it produces goods and services. Therefore, as SG President, I would initiate the following services, some of which are successfully functioning at other schools right now:

1. Publication and distribution of final exams
2. Cooperation with Used Book Exchange to facilitate services
3. Establishment of an SG Advice Bureau to help students with job openings which would be referred to the Placement Office
4. Publication of lists of all grants and scholarships available to students
5. Establishment of a central publicity agency to service all organizations
6. Investigative ways in which our athletic program could be expanded
7. Service to Student Court

The adoption of my program will not only help to raise the prestige of the Student Government, but I believe that it will also solve one of its most pressing problems—the problem of getting people to join Student Government. Generally, an active organization attracts energetic members. An organization that specializes in conversation attracts people who are interested in specializing in conversation. I will do everything that I can to give our active and effective Student Government.

Rene Roth
Candidate for SG President

I have served in Student Government. I also hope to retain any solutions regarding either the efforts or the problems which our student service involves. The effort is necessarily many times greater in the case of the Student Government Presidency; the reward is too. It is not an easy undertaking to become the local state of student leadership and the poor morale of the student body. I follow the expected practices. But I depart from it if I am expected to provide assurances that my election will resolve all difficulties. I hope to do more than that I will put at the disposal of the College the experience I have gained over the past two years of Student Government and positions of responsibility and trust. I can promise no less than that my efforts will be exerted to find solutions to problems of particular and even universal concern to us as members of the college community. I plan on coordination and academic freedom, curriculum changes, the future of the Finley Center, the Used Book Exchange, and coordination of charity drives and social functions, an undergraduate ticket bureau, etc.

Now Let's Look at the Record...

SG President

David Bernheim
Candidate: Vice-President, Debating Society; HF

Rene Roth
Candidate: SG Secretary; HF Student Government Committee; HF

SG Vice Pres.

* LOUIS NASHELFSKY *

SG Cultural Forum: Chairman, SG Social Affairs Committee (Com-A); Treasurer; Scholarships Committee; Student Government Senator, HF

* KENNETH WERDEN *

SG Vice-President: SG Academic Committee; SG Social Affairs Committee; SG Social Committee; SG Student Government Senate; SG Student Government; HF

SG Secretary

Rene Roth

* LOUIS NASHELFSKY *

SG Financial Advisory Committee; SG Student Government; HF

* ANTHONY CALABRESE *

SG Cultural Forum: Chairman, SG Social Affairs Committee (Com-A); Treasurer; Scholarships Committee; Student Government Senator, HF

SG Treasurer

Rene Roth

* LOUIS NASHELFSKY *

SG Vice-President: SG Academic Committee; SG Social Affairs Committee; SG Social Committee; SG Student Government Senate; SG Student Government; HF

* NELS GRUMER *

SG Secretary

SG President

SG Cultural Forum: Chairman, SG Social Affairs Committee (Com-A); Treasurer; Scholarships Committee; Student Government Senator, HF

* ANTHONY CALABRESE *

SG Vice-President: SG Academic Committee; SG Social Affairs Committee; SG Social Committee; SG Student Government Senate; SG Student Government; HF

SG Treasurer

Rene Roth
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The adoption of my program will not only help to raise the prestige of the Student Government, but I believe that it will also solve one of its most pressing problems—the problem of getting people to join Student Government. Generally, an active organization attracts energetic members. An organization that specializes in conversation attracts people who are interested in specializing in conversation. I will do everything that I can to give our active and effective Student Government.

Rene Roth
Candidate for SG President
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Think and Vote...

Twice a year students at the College are presented with the opportunity of electing the officials who will represent and express their opinions.

Student Government is the one group elected by, and directly responsible to, the students.

In the past, there has often been a sorrowful lack of interest in the election. We believe that every student at the College has a duty to take part in the election of student representatives. This is not a task for a handful of students; it is the duty of every student. The individuals running at Student Council do not affect a handful of students; they affect the student body as a whole. The service rendered by Student Government is not put into effect for a small minority of students, but for the entire student body.

In today's issue of Observation Post we are presenting to you the issues and the candidates. We feel that we have the obligation of bringing to you the fullest opportunity to listen to all sides so that you will be able to vote intelligently in this term's election. We have interviewed many candidates for office, and have endeavored to condense those people who we feel will be your most competent representatives in this coming semester.

Yet our duty is clear. We would be prostituting an independent newspaper's ideals if we did not place our standards in order to generate false optimism or artificial approval. At this point we find both candidates indistinguishable in the qualities necessary for effective leadership. But we believe that a decision should be made to show that we have risen to unanticipated heights. We can-and should—discuss the material and disillusions which has marred almost every action initiated by Student Council this semester.

In the past, we have advocated a dynamic, competent, knowledgeable candidate. In this election, we are faced with a decision of how to choose between the candidates who have appeared in this issue of Observation Post.

The two candidates running for Student Government President are Louis Nashelsky and Nels Grumer. Both candidates have been qualified by experience and loyalty to Student Government. Nashelsky, a member of the Student Council, has shown a great deal of interest in the SG agencies. He has shown a great deal of interest in the SG agencies throughout his term. He has exhibited a keen knowledge of the Vice President's duties and an aura of self-confidence which leads us to extend to him our enthusiastic endorsement.

At the endorsement interview, Nashelsky (unlike his opponent) presented a concrete plan for dividing powers between Student Council and the other SG agencies. For instance, he asserted that many extra-Collage matters which have in the past needlessly confused and disorganized SG, and that the SG President's attention would be better focused on SG matters than in the SG agencies. Nashelsky's interest in the SG agencies assumes added importance in light of the fact that Nels Grumer, our current SG President, has failed to do the things of which he was capable.

The election now lies in your hands. Think and vote.

Your Choice...

Hesitantly, we are withholding endorsement of either of the candidates for the Student Government Presidency. Our reticence does not stem from any doubt about the previous mediocrity of Renee Roth or David Bernheim. We are convinced that neither one of these individuals is the type of person who possess the qualities necessary for effective leadership. But we believe that a decision should be made to show that we have risen to unanticipated heights. We can and should discuss the material and disillusionment which has marred almost every action initiated by Student Council this semester.

Yet our duty is clear. We would be prostituting an independent newspaper's ideals if we did not place our standards in order to generate false optimism or artificial approval. At this point we find both candidates indistinguishable in the qualities necessary for effective leadership. But we believe that a decision should be made to show that we have risen to unanticipated heights. We can and should discuss the material and disillusionment which has marred almost every action initiated by Student Council this semester.

In the past, we have advocated a dynamic, competent, knowledgeable candidate. In this election, we are faced with a decision of how to choose between the candidates who have appeared in this issue of Observation Post.

The two candidates running for Student Government President are Louis Nashelsky and Nels Grumer. Both candidates have been qualified by experience and loyalty to Student Government. Nashelsky, a member of the Student Council, has shown a great deal of interest in the SG agencies. He has shown a great deal of interest in the SG agencies throughout his term. He has exhibited a keen knowledge of the Vice President's duties and an aura of self-confidence which leads us to extend to him our enthusiastic endorsement.

At the endorsement interview, Nashelsky (unlike his opponent) presented a concrete plan for dividing powers between Student Council and the other SG agencies. For instance, he asserted that many extra-Collage matters which have in the past needlessly confused and disorganized SG, and that the SG President's attention would be better focused on SG matters than in the SG agencies. Nashelsky's interest in the SG agencies assumes added importance in light of the fact that Nels Grumer, our current SG President, has failed to do the things of which he was capable.

The election now lies in your hands. Think and vote.


d Professor of Government

In today's issue of Observation Post we have presented the candidates for the Student Government Vice President. The two candidates running for Student Government Vice President are Rita Ashkenas and Susan Roth.
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CANDIDATES QUALIFICATIONS... (Continued from Page Four)

Paper Work Occupies Police: Undergraduate Aid Requested

Some of the College’s finest students may become part of the city’s “finest,” when they are officially called upon to alleviate the employment problems of the Police Department.

According to Police Commissioner Stephen F. Kennedy, there are many “hires” in this city left unattended. Instead, able-bodied law enforcers are engulfed behind the many “beats” in this city left unattended, and may be attractive to you—a sort of

Forum

At the sixteenth-annual New York Mirror Forum, Kennedy explained: “I have a plan that may appeal to high school seniors interested in law enforcement. It would be a system,” he concluded, “that students can do something about this grace shortage of patrolmen. Clerical jobs which could be taken by undergraduates are filled by policemen who can be out on street duty.”

Wagons were never more beautiful or dutiful. From low-set headlights to wing-shaped tailgate, these ’59 Chevys are as sweet looking as anything on wheels. They’re just about the handiest things on wheels, too—from their overhead-curving windshield to their longer, wider load platform. Besides additional cargo space, you get added seating room (4 inches more in front, over 3 inches in back). And you’ll find such other practical advantages as new easy-ratio steering, Safety Plate Glass all around, bigger, safer brakes, smoother-than-ever Full Coil suspension and a roll-down rear window (electrically operated as standard equipment on the 9-passenger Kingswood). Your dealer’s waiting now with all the details on why this year—more than ever—Chevy’s the one for wagons.

Be our guest for a pleasure test...

This is the one for wagons! 1959 CHEVY

CHEVROLET
The cheerleaders grace athletic events; thars draw non-partisan cheers

Doubtless the most popular spectator sport at the college year after year is football watching. One doesn't need to perform social experiments to discover why. The only equipment necessary is two eyes and a heart to any Beaver Soccer, Basketball, or Lacrosse game.

In addition to providing a pleasant sight for book-sore eyes, the lovelies try to improve morale and team spirit by encouraging the spectators in Beaver Stadium. Earlier this year they appeared at the opening of the movie "The Barbarian and the Geisha." Acquiring and maintaining a position on the cheerleaders is difficult. Candidates must not only be attractive, but must have poise, coordination, and a pleasant voice.

The next tryouts will be held in March.

—Alexander

Opportunity in Selling for Local Students

A Utah publishing firm, expanding distribution in this area, is seeking several local college students, qualified in sales and promotion to sell and distribute a new line of accounting forms to wholesale and retail businesses, stationers, banks, etc.

This is an opportunity to work with a progressive company that has a unique and necessary product to provide the American small business man. This offer should appeal to busy college students that cannot work regular hours, since you may arrange your own sales schedule. Students in Utah and Idaho have averaged $3.00 per hour for their efforts. Moreover, once your original contacts are made, you receive the same commission on reorder business.

Apply to: T. LELAND SHEEVE CO.
2538 Van Buren Avenue
Ogden, Utah


Technology Major Wins Intramurals' Competition

A third year Electrical Engineering student capped first place in the College's intramural athletic competition.

Artie Schloss, a lower Junior, was officially declared the winner of the Fall '57 and Spring '58 intramurals classic by Professor William O. Frankle (Director—Intramurals), yesterday.

Schloss topped a field of a thousand entries with a total of seventy-eight points. A member of the Spring '57 winning basketball team, he came in second in handball singles and captured first and second in two different track events in the Spring of 1958. He also received thirty-six points for refereeing other athletic contests.

Trailing a close second, Lower Sophomore Steve Shepard tallied seventy-six points. A member of Schloss' basketball team, Shepard also came in second in the basketball field day and second in one of the track events in the Spring of '58. He received forty-two points for his refereeing.

Lower Sophomore Marvin Fried

Schloss and Prof. Ierardi Presenting of Trophy

is to beat—without the you miss the whole idea of

A is to smoke—but without flavor you miss the whole idea of smoking!

When it comes to flavor... IT'S WHAT'S UP FRONT THAT COUNTS

Up front in Winston is FILTER-BLEND that's why WINSTON TASTES GOOD. It's like a cigarette should...
The freshman basketball team will be seeking its fourth straight victory of the season when it faces Queens tonight. The game will be played at the Queens Gym.

In their last outing the Baby Beavers defeated Adelphi 70-51. "The team gave an outstanding performance," said Coach Dave Polansky, "everytime the pressure was on the boys came through."

Polansky credited Mike Jerber, Alan Sparri- and Bob Sawyer in being instrumental in the victory. "This is not a great team," he observed, "but the spirit is high and the boys are maturing very quickly."

The coach was not very talkative about tonight's game. "I don't know too much about the Queen's team," he said, "but in any case we'll be ready for them."

Triumphant earlier this term in their match against the Kings Point basketball team, the Beavers look forward to tonight's victory.

The College's basketball team opponents this evening as it meets the Queens Five at the Queens fieldhouse. The Beavers have posted a poor 1-2 record thus far but the Knights have posted an even poorer 1-3 record. In the last ten years the Beavers have beaten the Islanders ten straight times. Last season the College crushed the Queensites twice 79-57 and 88-65.

Beaver coach Nat Holman will be using the same starting line employed in the Adelphi contest.

Hector Lewis will be in the bucket; the other four members of the quintet will be: Marcot, Deborre, Groveman, and Bender. Bender will be used principally because of his height.

The Queens Five will be led by Alan Hensel the 6-2 pivot, he will be assisted on the offense by Bob Shutt and Gladstone Ford the two forwards, and by Steven Weingard and Mel Goldberg.

The Knights a hampered by its lack of height, the tallest man on the team being 6-2, and by lack of experience, the team sporting no seniors; these very problems also plague the Lavender mentor.

After the Adelphi game the Beaver coach realized that he might have to use more men to keep the squad running. To help the regulars who now play a forty minutes from slowing down, Holman mentioned that he might bring in Ted Hurwitz a 5'-7" junior who has a lot of speed.